This paper proposes a human tracking approach in a distributed wireless sensor network. Most of the efforts on human tracking focus on vision techniques. However, most vision-based approaches to moving object detection involve intensive real-time computations. In this paper, we present an algorithm for human tracking using low-cost range wireless sensor nodes which can contribute lower computational burden based on a distributed computing system, while the centralized computing system often makes some information from sensors delay. Because the human target often moves with high maneuvering, the proposed algorithm applies the interacting multiple model (IMM) filter techniques and a novel sensor node selection scheme developed considering both the tracking accuracy and the energy cost which is based on the tacking results of IMM filter at each time step. This paper also proposed a novel sensor management scheme which can manage the sensor node effectively during the sensor node selection and the tracking process. Simulations results show that the proposed approach can achieve superior tracking accuracy compared to the most recent human motion tracking scheme.
Introduction
In the daily life surveillance system, if the human actions can be tracked accurately, the results can help greatly and readily improve the ability of the identification of the whole system. Therefore, devices that can accurately track human motion in space are essential components of such a surveillance system. A complete model of human consists of both the movements and the shape of the body. Many of the available systems consider the two modeling processes as separate even if they are very close. In our study, the movement of the body is the target.
There have been some approaches to the human motion tracking. Most of the human motion tracking systems are based on vision sensors. The camera-based human tracking system is much more popular nowadays. Some of the proposed approaches present systems that are capable of segmenting, detecting, and tracking people using multiple synchronized surveillance cameras located far from each other. But they try to hand off image-based tracking from camera to camera without recovering real-world coordinates [1] [2] [3] . Some other work has to deal with large video sequences involved when the image capture time interval is short [4, 5] . However, most vision-based approaches to moving human tracking are computationally intensive and costly expensive [6] . For example, they often involve intensive real-time computations such as image matching, background subtraction, and overlapping identification [6] . In fact, in many cases, due to the availability of prior knowledge on target motion kinematics, the intensive and expensive imaging detector array appears inefficient and unnecessary. For example, a video image consisting of 100×100 pixels with 8-bit gray level contains 80 kbits of data, while the position and velocity can be represented by only a few bits [7] .
Recently wireless sensor network (WSN) technique has been developed quickly. A WSN consists of many low-cost spatially dispersed position sensor nodes. Each node can process information that it collected and received and exchange information with its neighboring nodes or the fusion center. Although there are many applications of WSNs on target 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering tracking [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , few papers can be found on human motion tracking in real-time systems [13, 14] . The recent proposed low-resolution camera-based WSNs for people tracking [15, 16] are still very computational and energy expensive. In this paper, we will develop an energy-efficient WSN technique for human motion tracking using low-cost ranging sensors.
Due to the limited resources of the sensor nodes for sensing, computation, and communication, the WSN will rely on collaborative information processing among sensor nodes to manage network resources and process the related information from different sensor nodes. Although various data fusion schemes and techniques have been proposed for combining measurements from many sensing nodes with limited accuracy and reliability, to achieve better accuracy and more robustness [14, 17, 18] , the tracking accuracy is still limited due to the high maneuvering property of the human target. In this paper, an interacting multiple model (IMM) filter is employed to estimate the velocity and position of the human trajectory. IMM filter has the ability to switch between a high-process noise (or alternatively, higher order or turn) model in the presence of maneuvers and a low-process noise model in the absence of maneuvers. This gives the IMM filter its advantage over simpler estimators like the Kalman filter and extended Kalman filter (EKF). Based on the IMM filter, an adaptive sensor selection scheme is proposed in this paper for the tracking framework in order to save energy. Verified by simulations and a real testbed, the proposed algorithm can achieve more accurate estimation performance for human motion tracking compared to EKF [14] .
The layout of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the multiple models for human motion tracking. Section 3 presents the IMM estimator for our application. Section 4 proposes the sensor node selection method. Section 5 presents the simulation results and experimental results. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.
Problem Formulation
We consider the human moving in a 2D Cartesian coordinate system. The target state includes the human velocity, the human position in the coordinate, and the turn rate when the trajectory is along a curve. Assuming the human target has a nearly constant velocity and a nearly constant angular rate, we can build up the system models in this section.
Constant Velocity Model.
Denote the human's position at time step in the coordinate system as ( ( ), ( )), the velocity as ( ( ), ( )), and the sampling time interval as . A constant velocity model that describes the human movement with a nearly constant velocity is
and k 1 ( ) is the process noise which reflects possible imperfection of the assumption of the constant velocity. For convenience, we assume that k 1 is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise with variance Q 1 ( ).
Coordinated Turn Model.
In order to describe the human's more complex trajectory, such as turn left or turn right, here we adopt the coordinated turn model similar to [11] :
where
Here ( ) is the unknown constant turn rate and k 2 ( ) is the process noise. Although the actual turn rate is not exactly a constant, we can assume that it is not changed in a very short time interval. For convenience, we assume that k 2 is a zeromean Gaussian white noise with variance Q 2 ( ).
Since the above model is nonlinear, the estimation of the state will be done via EKF when the IMM is applied during the subprediction for different models. This needs the linearization of the system model. Thus the Jacobian matrix Jaco( ) of (3) is given by
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2.3. System Observation Model. Let ( ) denote the -th measurement of the target at time step if sensor is used. The measurement model is given by
where ℎ is a (generally nonlinear) measurement function depending on sensor 's measurement characteristic and parameters (e.g., its location). V ( ) is the measurement noise of sensor which is assumed independent and to be zeromean Gaussian white noise with covariance ( ). Based on the above velocity constant model, the coordinated constant turn model, and the system observation model, the interacting multiple model filter is applied to estimate the system state variable which includes the human's position coordinate and velocity.
IMM Filter.
The basic IMM algorithm (one cycle) is as follows.
Step 1. We calculate the mixing probabilities and interaction between different models:
In these equations, | ( | ) is the mixing probability at time (the weights with which the estimates from the previous cycle are given to each filter at the beginning of the current cycle);̂0 ( | ) and 0 ( | ) are the mixed initial condition for mode-matched filter at time ; is the transition probability between mode and mode . ( ) is the mode probability at time .
Step 2. Prediction and filtering are as follows:
wherê( + 1 | ) and ( + 1 | ) are the state estimate and its covariance in model-matched filter at time step +1. ( + 1) is the Jacobin matrix of the system model .
The observation residenital is
The measurement prediction iŝ
where ( + 1)̂( + 1 | ) is Jacobin matrix of the system observation model of sensor .
The residential covariance is
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The likelihood function for filter is Λ ( + 1) = ( ( + 1) ; 0, ( + 1)) .
The mode probability at time is
where is a normalizing factor.̂( + 1 | + 1) and ( + 1 | + 1) are the state estimate and its covariance in modematched filter at time + 1.
Step 3 
In this paper for human motion tracking, we adopt 2 models in IMM to estimate the system state variable including the target's position coordinate and velocity, that is, the constant velocity model and the coordinated constant turn model introduced in Section 2.
Adaptive Sensor Selection Scheme
The sensor node selection scheme based on the IMM filter for maneuvering target tracking framework will be proposed in this section. We assumed that each sensor node can detect the human target and determine the range of the sensor node, and the locations of all the sensor nodes are known. The popular approach only selects the sensor nodes which are closest to the predicted human location as estimated by the estimator such as EKF [14] . One of the shortcomings of this "closest" node approach is that it does not consider its contribution to the tracking accuracy and the energy consumption quantitatively and simultaneously but simply selects the sensor nodes. Therefore, we proposed an adaptive sensor selection scheme in this paper, which is similar to the work in [19] . In our proposed method, IMM filter will be applied instead of EKF in order to avoid the maneuvering property of the human target. The approach jointly selects the next tasking sensor node and automatically determines the sampling time interval simultaneously based on both of the prediction of the tracking accuracy and tracking energy cost. Tracking accuracy can be measured by various criteria, such as the trace and the determinant of the covariance matrix and Fisher information defined on the Fisher information matrix. In our proposed approach, the tracking accuracy is reflected by tracking error ( ) at time step which is defined as the trace of the covariance matrix ( | ); that is,
Given a predefined threshold 0 ( ), the tracking accuracy at time step is considered to be satisfactory if
otherwise it is considered to be unsatisfactory. Energy consumption is a main consideration in this paper. We utilize the following energy model. If current sensor selects sensor as the next tasking sensor, then the total energy consumed by sensor in transmission is
where and are decided by the specifications of the transceivers used by the nodes, is the distance between sensor and sensor , is the number of bits sent, and depends on the channel characteristics and is assumed to be time invariant. Energy consumed in receiving is
where is decided by the specification of the receiver of sensor . The energy spent in sensing/processing data of bits by sensor is
Therefore the total energy consumption is
In this paper, we will ignore the energy consumption for idling state of the node.
Suppose the current time step is and the current tasking sensor is the sensor which receives state estimation̂( − 1 | − 1) and estimation covariance matrix ( − 1 | − 1) of the time step − 1 from its parent tasking sensor. It first updates the state estimation by incorporating its new measurement ( ) using IMM algorithm described in Section 2. Then it uses the sensor scheduling algorithm to select the next tasking sensor and the next sampling interval Δ such that the sensor can undertake the sensing task at the time +1 = + Δ . We suppose Δ should be in the range [ min , max ], where min and max are the minimal and maximal sampling intervals, respectively. If sensor is selected with the sampling interval Δ , its associated predicted objective function is defined as
where Φ ( ) is the predicted tracking accuracy according to the IMM algorithm, ( , ) is the corresponding predicted cost given by (21), is the averaged energy consumption over the period. ∈ [0, 1] is the weighting parameter used to balance the tracking accuracy and the energy consumption.
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The sensors are scheduled in the following two tracking methods.
(1) After prediction, none of the sensors can achieve the satisfactory tracking accuracy using any sampling interval in min and max . In this case, Δ is set to the minimal sampling interval min and the sensor is selected by * = arg
where is the candidate sensors that can be selected by sensor . Generally in (23), ̸ = 0. The purpose of this mode is to drive the tracking accuracy to be satisfactory as soon as possible with consideration of the energy consumption.
(2) After prediction, at least one sensor can achieve the satisfactory tracking accuracy. In this case, the optimal ( * , Δ * ) is selected by
where * is the set of sensors that can achieve the satisfactory tracking accuracy. Equation (24) utilizes the objective function (22) with = 0. The basic idea of this mode is that when the predicted tracking accuracy is satisfactory, the sensors and the sampling interval are selected according to the energy efficiency.
It is easy to see that information-driven sensor querying (IDSQ) [18] corresponds to the special case of the above adaptive sensor selection approach where the fast tracking approach mode is used in each time step (by set Φ 0 = 0).
For simplification, we suppose the sampling interval is selected from predefined values { } 1 where 1 = min , = max , and
In addition the set { } 1 is selected such that its values can evenly divide the interval [ min , max ] into − 1 subintervals.
Sensor Node Management Scheme
If the static sensor nodes' location estimation is to be built incrementally as information is gathered from sensors, there is typically a need for a sensor node localization management process in order to prevent the heavy computational burden when the system state matrix is augmented. This process has the function of managing the information present in the knowledge base and possibly aiding the sensing process. Given the fact that computational resources are limited, an information management technique that reduces the stored data without sacrificing much information is required. To improve the applicability of a spatial description to a larger variety of scenarios, it should present the ability to iteratively adapt its geometry to application-specific requirements. The sensor node management process can be divided into three aspects in dynamic environments as follows.
(1) Adding observed sensor nodes: when a sensor node observed in the current scan cannot be matched to the existing sensor node list, a new sensor node is initialized.
(2) Removing redundant sensor nodes: if all static sensor nodes are included for updating the state, the computational requirement will be high. Thus, redundant sensor nodes that have not been observed for a long time interval should be removed.
(3) Removing unstable sensor nodes: sensor nodes become unstable or obsolete if they move or become permanently occluded. For example, sensor nodes might be stationary for a long period of time and can be considered suitable sensor nodes. But if they move, they are unstable sensor nodes and should be removed from the sensor management scheme. Another case is that structural changes may occur in the environment, such as some static sensor nodes removing. In other cases an object might be placed in front of a sensor node, occluding it from view. For whatever reason, some sensor nodes may cease to exist and no longer provide useful information. These unstable sensor nodes should be deleted from the sensor management scheme.
After data association, if a sensor node cannot be matched to any existing sensor node in the map, it is considered as a new sensor node. The sensor node initialization is activated. Otherwise, this observation is used for the system update.
After a specified time interval, we shall check if this sensor node is still matched by any new coming observations during this period. If it is matched by none of the observations sensed from external sensors within the specified interval, this sensor node should be removed from the sensor node listing. Otherwise, this sensor node will still be kept in our system variables.
Finally, the sensing process can be improved if sensors are told where to look at. This directed sensing technique will naturally have benefits, such as to speed up the estimation process or to extract information about the environment in a predefined way.
Experimental Results
The human target is assumed to move in the − plane of the Cartesian coordinate frame and the ground truth trajectory consists of the curves and lines. The monitored field is 100 m × 150 m and covered by 25 randomly placed sensors. It is assumed that the sensors can only collect the range measurements from the target. The sensors are placed randomly in the field. We assume the noise covariance = 0.001 for any sensor in the covariance matrix of the process noise. We will apply the adaptive sensor scheduling algorithm presented in Section 3 in tracking a human object. The measurement model for sensor is assumed as follows:
where ( ( ), ( )) is the location of the human object, ( ( ), ( )) is the known position of sensor , and V ( ) is the zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise with variance .
In this simulation, we use the constant velocity model and the constant angular rate (coordinated turn) model explained in Section 2 as the target motion model. IMM filter and sensor selection scheme is applied to predict the trajectory. The following parameter values taken from [20] are used in the energy model: = 2, = 45 × 10 −6 , = 135 × 10 −6 , = 50 × 10 −6 , all in J/bit, and = 10 × 10 −9 in mJ/bit⋅m 2 . In addition, and are assumed to be 1024. Thus in (21), 0 = 0.23552 mJ and 1 = 1.024 × 10 −4 mJ/m 2 . For the sampling interval, we suppose = 5, min = 0.1, and max = 0.5. We also assume = 0.16 for the objective function (22) and the threshold of the tracking accuracy is set as Φ 0 = 2. Figure 1 shows the human tracking simulation results by the proposed IMM algorithm and range sensor nodes in the WSN. The green path means the ground truth we assumed 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 and the red path is the estimation of the human trajectory. The blue points are the sensor nodes we randomly placed. Figures 2 and 3 give the estimation errors for Figure 1 . Figure 4 showed the sensor selected every ten steps during the target moving. The pink color line indicated the association of the selected sensor and the human position at that time step. We can see that a sensor can be chosen for several different steps.
We compare the performance of the proposed IMM based adaptive sensor scheduling scheme with the EKF based adaptive sensor scheduling scheme. Figures 5 and 6 showed the tracking accuracy comparison of the coordinates and coordinates when we use IMM filter and EKF together with the sensor selection method proposed in this paper. Clearly we can see that more accurate tracking accuracy is obtained when the IMM filter is used. 
Conclusions
This paper presented an IMM filter based human tracking approach and proposed an adaptive sensor scheduling scheme for the IMM filter based tracking framework in wireless sensor networks. The proposed method uses cheap range sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks by jointly selecting the next tasking sensor and determining the sampling interval based on predicted tracking accuracy and tracking cost under the IMM filter frame. Simulation results show that the new scheme can achieve significant tracking accuracy considering the energy cost at each time step. Real testbed for human motion tracking is built up and the real time data implementation showed that the IMM filter based human motion tracking can give better results compared to the EKF based human motion tracking scheme. There are still many issues remaining for future study. Multistep, multisensor selection based adaptive sensor scheduling and sensor scheduling for multitarget tracking are both challenging problems for further investigations.
